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Semiconductor quantum dots embedded in photonic-crystal nanostructures have been the subject
of intense study. In this context, quantum dots are often considered to be simple two-level emitters,
i.e., the complexities arising from the internal finestructure are neglected. We show that due to
the intricate spatial variations of the electric field polarization found in photonic crystal, the two
orthogonal finestructure states of quantum dots in general both couple significantly to a cavity mode,
implying that the two-level description is not sufficient. As a consequence the emission dynamics
and spectra, which are often recorded in experiments, are modified both in the weak- and strong-
coupling regimes. The proposed effects are found to be significant for system parameters of current
state-of-the-art photonic-crystal cavities.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Pq, 78.67.Hc, 42.50.Ct

INTRODUCTION

Single quantum dots (QDs) in photonic nanostructures
have been researched intensely in the last decades as a
way to deterministically couple single-photons to single
emitters for, e.g., quantum-information processing appli-
cations [1]. QDs are complex solid-state quantum emit-
ters: they possess internal finestructure in the form of
multiple bright and dark exciton states [2] and the lack
of parity symmetry even imply that the point dipole ap-
proximation becomes invalid in certain nanostructures
[3, 4]. Furthermore, e.g., photonic crystals (PCs) have
highly complex spatial electric field distributions includ-
ing a spatially varying polarization. Despite such com-
plexities, it is surprisingly often assumed that a simple
two-level description suffices in modelling a QD in a pho-
tonic nanostructure, e.g., in the context of cavity quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED) experiments. We demon-
strate that effects of the multi-level structure of QDs may
give qualitatively different behavior in PC cavities than
is the case for a two-level description. Both the emission
dynamics and spectra are significantly modified, which
could have direct consequences for a number of previ-
ous experimental demonstrations [5–11]. The study adds
to the current understanding that the complex near-field
polarization effects found in photonic nanostructures lead
to new physics; another recent example being that of chi-
ral photon-emitter coupling [12, 13]

We consider the situation of a self-assembled QD posi-
tioned in a photonic-crystal cavity, as outlined in Fig. 1.
The cavity is assumed to be resonant with the ground
state exciton transition multiplet, which is composed
of an electron with a projected angular momentum of
Jz = ±1/2 and a hole with Jz = ±3/2 resulting in four
different exciton states (z is the growth direction of the
QD). The states Jz = ±1 are bright and circularly po-
larized, while Jz = ±2 are dark states. However, strain
breaks the in-plane symmetry of the exciton wavefunc-

tion, and as a result the bright states mix to form new
eigenstates being postive and negative superpositions of
|±1〉 [2]. The new eigenstates are linearly polarized with
a π/2 phase shift between them, and the degeneracy is
lifted with a fine structure splitting of a few tens of µeV.
The two resulting linear dipoles are aligned along the
crystalline axes, denoted the x− and y−axis. The two
dark states are a few hundred of µeV below the bright
states[2], and through phonon and exchange mediated
electron spin-flip processes they each couple to one of the
bright states. Due to this spin-flip process the QD decays
bi-exponentially, with the fast (slow) decay rate given by
the decay of the bright (dark) exciton states. In the anal-
ysis presented here we will neglect the contributions from
dark-exciton recombination, which can readily be identi-
fied experimentally in a time-resolved experiment [14].

The resulting exciton level scheme is depicted in
Fig. 1(a), where the two bright states |X〉B and |Y〉B are
linearly polarized transitions oriented along x and y that
both can decay to the ground state |g〉. Each bright ex-
citon state is coupled to the cavity mode with coupling
strengths denoted gx and gy, respectively, and ∆x, ∆y

denote the frequency detuning with respect to the cav-
ity. Furthermore, γ is the residual spontaneous emission
rate of the two exciton states in the cavity for coupling
to other modes (assumed to be identical) and κ is the
leakage rate of the cavity mode, which is connected to
the cavity Q-factor by κ = ωc/Q. In the standard de-
scription of QD cavity QED the two dipole transitions
are assumed to be independent, which holds if the lo-
cal linear polarization of the cavity field is fully aligned
along the axes of the dipole orientations. In this case a
simple two-level description is sufficient. In the following
section we will quantify that this assumption is usually
not valid in photonic crystals, because the polarization of
the cavity field is strongly dependent on position. More
quantitatively, we find that for 44.5% of all positions in
the cavity two conditions apply that make the two-level
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FIG. 1. a)Energy level scheme of QD coupled to an optical cavity. The relevant coupling and decay rates are shown.Plots of
b) |Ex|2, c) |Ey|2, and d) |E|2. Clearly both x- and y-components of the electric field are present and of comparable strength.
e) Plot of the direction of polarization |Ey|/|E|, where 1 (0) corresponds to the total field being y(x)-polarized. Many positions
inside the cavity are found to exhibit off-axis polarization. f) Plot of |E|2 where |E|2 > 0.25max(|E|2) is fulfilled. g) Plot of
|E|2 where both |E|2 > 0.25max(|E|2) and 0.2 < |Ey|/|E| < 0.8 are fulfilled. This plot shows that for many spatial positions
the magnitude of the electric field is strong (min. 25% of the maximum value) while the polarization is substantially off-axis
(min. 20%). The white circles indicate the air holes etched in the GaAs membrane. All plots except (e) are normalized to
max(|E|2).

approximation not valid: the cavity field is simultane-
ously strong and the primary polarization is off-axis, i.e.,
not along the x− or y−axes. As a result both dipoles will
generally couple to the same optical mode, and this sig-
nificantly modifies the spontaneous-emission dynamics,
which can be either enhanced or slowed down depend-
ing on the exact parameters, which resembles the super-
and sub-radiant behavior found in a multi-emitter case.
The discussed phenomena turn out to be remarkably ro-
bust to the relevant dephasing processes found in the QD
system, and are considered to be of high relevance for a
number of recent experiments.

THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF THE
PHOTONIC-CRYSTAL CAVITY

In the present work we consider as a specific example
an L3 PC cavity. Importantly, the results are found to
be of much more general relevance since all field distri-
butions of PC cavities are composed of the same Bloch
modes. In Fig. 1(b-c) we show the magnitude of the two
orthogonal polarizations of the electric field of the high-
est Q-factor cavity mode. We note that both in-plane
components of the electric field, Ex and Ey, are real and
as a consequence the electric field is linearly polarized in
the cavity. It is evident that both the magnitude and
polarization of the electric field have strong spatial vari-
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ations. In Fig. 1(d) the magnitude of the total electric
field is shown. The polarization of the electric field, i.e.,
|Ey|/|E|, is shown in Fig. 1(e), where a value of 1 (0)
denotes polarization along the y- (x-) axis. Importantly,
the off-axis (meaning not aligned to x- or y-axis) po-
larization is only of experimental importance if the field
strength is also large at these positions. In order to ver-
ify that this is indeed the case, we plot |E|2 in Fig.1(f)
at the positions where |E|2 > 0.25 · max(|E|2) is fulfilled,
i.e., where the electric field intensity is more than 25%
of the maximum. The area A1, where this is fulfilled,
is found to be 3.057a2. Secondly, Fig.1(g) is the same
as Fig.1(f) but with the additional requirement that the
polarization has to be at least 20% off-axis, meaning that
0.2 < |Ey|/|E| < 0.8. A2 denotes the area where these
two conditions are fulfilled and is found to be 1.360a2.
In conclusion this means that for A2/A1 = 44.5% of all
the positions, where the cavity field is pronounced, the
polarization is also substantially off-axis. Thus, off-axis
polarization is very abundant in PC cavities. The im-
mediate consequence of this is that a QD will generally
couple both its bright exciton states simultaneously to a
cavity mode.

THE THEORETICAL MODEL

We consider the case of having only a single excitation
in the QD-cavity system, which is the relevant setting
of many QED experiments. In this case there are four
possible states: |X〉B = |X, 0〉, |Y〉B = |Y, 0〉, |1〉 = |g, 1〉,
and |0〉 = |g, 0〉, where the first (second) position refers
to the occupied state of the QD (cavity). The system
bears resemblance to the two-emitter model pioneered by
[15] where two independent two-level systems are placed
within the same cavity[16]. The major difference is that
when the QD is in, e.g., the |X〉b state then the |Y〉b →
|1〉 transition is dark, but when |X〉b has decayed into
the state |1〉 then both the |1〉 → |X〉b and |1〉 → |Y〉b
transitions are active. This can be thought of as a time-
dependent coupling strength, and this is not present in
the two-emitter case.

Having made the dipole approximation and the
rotating-wave approximation, the Hamiltonian in the ro-
tating frame can be written

Ĥ =h̄∆xσxx + h̄∆yσyy

+ h̄(gxσx1 + g∗xσ1x) + h̄(gyσy1 + g∗yσ1y) , (1)

where the operators are defined as σij = |i〉〈j|. In order
to include dissipation phenomenologically we write the
master equation for the density matrix operator as

ρ̇ = −ih̄−1[Ĥ, ρ] + L(κ, σ01) + L(γ, σ0x)

+ L(γ, σ0y) + L(2γdp, σ00 + σ11) , (2)

where L denotes a Lindblad operator defined as
L(Γ, R̂) = Γ(R̂ρ̂R̂† − 1

2 R̂
†R̂ρ̂ − 1

2 ρ̂R̂
†R̂). The first three

Lindblad terms give the decay of the cavity due to the fi-
nite Q-factor, the background decay of the x-dipole, and
the background decay rate of the y-dipole, respectively.
The fourth Lindblad term is included to model the pure
dephasing caused by the solid-state environment. Based
on experimental work [17], we include a pure dephasing
rate that dephases the two bright states with respect to
the ground state, but keeps the mutual coherence be-
tween the bright states. We consider the experimentally
relevant situation of non-resonant excitation limited to
a single excitation in the system and therefore assume
that the initial populations of the x- and y-states are the
same, i.e., ρx(0) = ρy(0) = 1/2, where ρx and ρy denote
the populations of the x- and y-polarized dipoles. The
QD is thus prepared in a mixed state. For all the follow-
ing results we use the realistic parameters h̄κ = 198 µeV,
h̄γ = 0.2 µeV, h̄γdp = 0.1 µeV, and assume a fine struc-
ture splitting of 10 µeV, i.e., h̄∆y = h̄∆x + 10 µeV.
Finally and as discussed previously, the two linear dipole
transitions are formed as superpositions of the two op-
positely circular dipoles, and as a result there is a π/2
phase difference between the two linear dipoles.

WEAK-COUPLING REGIME

Although the influence of the additional bright state
is intuitively clear in the weak-coupling regime, we still
briefly discuss this regime due to the relevance to ex-
periments. When performing experiments, most often
a single polarization of the emission is recorded, which
is typically the far-field polarization of the cavity mode.
Assuming the cavity far-field is x-polarized, the state of
the mode coupled out of the cavity can be written as
|Ψcoh〉 = |X〉B +

√
βy|Y〉B. Here βy is the fraction of the

emission from the y-dipole that is coupled out through
a polarizer in the far field and detected. It accounts for
the amount of off-axis coupling between the emitter and
cavity, i.e., βy → 1 when the QD and local electric field
is rotated by 45 degrees with respect to each other. We
construct the density operator according to the coherent
sum ρcoh = |Ψcoh〉〈Ψcoh| = ρx + βyρy +

√
βy(ρxy + ρyx).

The weak-coupling regime is well-known from the stan-
dard theory of cavity QED, where a single dipole within
a cavity is considered. In that case the cavity enhances
the decay rate of the dipole, but the decay remains ir-
reversible. In the present case of two dipole transitions
coupled to the same cavity mode a similar result is ob-
tained. The only significant difference is that two dipole
interference can occur. Due to the non-resonant exci-
tation considered here, the initial state of the QD is
in a mixed state. Therefore, there is no coherence be-
tween the two dipoles initially, and since the decay is
irreversibly no coherence is build over time. The recom-
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bination of the bright exciton therefore gives rise to a
bi-exponential decay with the two decay rates being pro-
portional to gx and gy, respectively. In the weak-coupling
regime the V-level system can thus be considered two
separate two-level systems. For comparison with experi-
ments one must account also for dark exciton states. As
a result, the experimentally predicted decay curve would
be a triple exponential, where two of the decay rates de-
pend on the local density of optical states (LDOS) while
the latter depends on the (non-radiative) recombination
of dark excitons [14].

STRONG-COUPLING REGIME

The strong-coupling regime is characterized by a re-
versible decay, which in contrast to the weak-coupling
regime allows the mutual coherence between the two
dipole transitions to build up over time. This gives rise
to new mixed eigenstates through destructive and con-
structive interference, i.e., the two transitions cannot be
treated independently. In Fig. 2(a) the population of
the x-dipole (ρx), y-dipole (ρy), and the coherent sum
(ρcoh) is plotted as a function of time with the parame-
ters h̄gx = 100 µeV , and gy = i0.1gx. This corresponds
to the x-transition being in strong coupling, while the
y-transition is weakly coupled. The populations ρx and
ρy start at 0.5 due to the initial conditions, and as ex-
pected the decay of ρx shows Rabi oscillations while ρy
approximately decays with the background decay rate γ.
The Rabi oscillation of ρx agrees well with that expected
for a two-level model of the x-transition, cf. curve la-
beled ρ2−level

x . However, a single two-level system with
the same coupling strength gives a significantly faster de-
cay rate than the full model. In an experiment neither ρx
nor ρy is recorded, but rather the coherent sum ρcoh. It is
seen to decay from unity to 0.5, where it exhibits a small
oscillation before decaying from 0.5 to 0 with approxi-
mately the background decay rate γ. This behavior is
qualitatively different from the case of independent two-
level systems.

In Fig. 2 (b-c) the coupling strength is increased to
gy = i0.5gx and gy = i · gx. While the populations ρx
and ρy exhibit small oscillations before decaying slowly,
the experimentally observable coherent sum ρcoh dis-
plays a sub-radiant type of behavior, where it decays
from 1 to 0.5 with a single small oscillation before de-
caying from 0.5 to 0 with a rate γcoh, which approxi-
mately takes on the value of the background decay rate
γ. Fig. 2 (d-f) show the emission spectra consisting of
the emission leaking out from the QD (hereby named
the QD spectrum) and the emission leaking out of the
cavity (named the cavity spectrum). The cavity spec-
trum only depends on the fraction of light that couples
to the cavity. For that reason it exhibits a Rabi split-
ting of ΩR =

√
4(|gx|2 + |gy|2)− (κ− γ)2/4, i.e., similar

to the case of two independent emitters. For the QD
spectrum, however, the contrary is the case. The QD
spectrum describes the emission that leaks out from the
QD without first being emitted into the cavity mode.
When |gy| is large, the slowly decaying state is formed,
which does not interact with the cavity. Consequently
all of the emission from this state therefore is in the QD
spectrum. The sub-radiant part decays slowly with the
rate γcoh, and as a direct consequence the spectrum is a
Lorentzian.

In Fig. 3 (a-b) we investigate how the rate γcoh depends
on the fine-structure splitting ∆y and on the dephasing
rate γdp, respectively. For small values of the detuning,
γcoh increases quadratically while for larger values of de-
tuning the dependence is linear. The slow γcoh is a result
of destructive interference, which becomes less and less
pronounced with increasing detuning. Fig. 3(b) shows
that γcoh is independent of the dephasing rate γdp. This
remarkable feature occurs because both bright states are
subject to the same dephasing rate, and they thus remain
mutually coherent. Dephasing robust long-lived states
thus appear naturally in this system.

A QD embedded in PC structures is a potential source
for photonic qubits to be utilized in quantum-information
processing. An important benchmark of a photon source
is the coherence of the emitted photons. This is char-
acterized by the indistinguishability of two consecutively
emitted photons. The indistiguishability of a single two-
level system in the weak-coupling regime is determined
by the radiative decay rate Γ and the dephasing rate γdp

through V = Γ
Γ+2γdp

. If the emitter is interacting with

a cavity mode the indistiguishability can be improved
through the Purcell effect, since the radiative rate is en-
hanced by the cavity. In the weak-coupling regime the
addition of a second transition will cause a reduction of
the indistiguishability, as the two transitions will have
a reduced spectral overlap as a consequence of the fine-
structure splitting. In the following we will focus on the
strong-coupling regime, where the above simple expres-
sion for the indistiguishability is not valid and the general
theory of Ref. [18] needs to be applied. In Fig. 4 (a)
we show the indistinguishability as a function of the fine-
structure splitting, where |gy| = |gx|. Surprisingly the
indistinguishability is low for zero detuning even thought
the fine-structure splitting does not reduce it. The ex-
planation for this can be found in Fig. 3(a), at zero
detuning the system is in a slowly decaying state and is
therefore susceptible to dephasing. As the fine-structure
splitting increases the indistinguishability increases as a
consequence of the break up of the slowly decaying state.
In Fig. 4(b) we show the indistinguishability as a func-
tion the coupling strength of the y-dipole gy, where the
detuning is ∆y = 10 µeV . When the y-dipole is uncou-
pled, |gy| = 0 the indistinguishability is close to unity
as the x-dipole is strongly coupled to the cavity. As the
coupling strength of the y-dipole increases the slowly-
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FIG. 2. a-c) The population decay of the x-dipole (ρx), y-dipole (ρy), and the coherent sum (ρcoh) for h̄gx = 100 µeV and
increasing gy/gx = {0.1i , 0.5i , 1i}. ρcoh is the experimentally observable quantity and its slow decay even for gy = gx is a
testimony of quantum-interference effects. d-f) Cavity and QD spectra. For low values of gy/gx the cavity spectrum displays
a Rabi splitting due to the Rabi oscillations between the x-dipole and the cavity. The QD spectrum consists of a narrow single
peak due to the slow decay of the y-dipole with no sign of Rabi splitting.
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terference responsible for the slow decay disappears and γcoh
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The following parameters have been used: gx = gy = 100µeV,
Γ = 0.2µeV, γdp = 0.2µeV for a) and gx = gy = 100µeV,
Γ = 0.2µeV, ∆y = 10µeV for b).

decaying state forms and the indistinguishability is re-
duced until the two coupling strength are equal. As gy

exceeds gx the slowly decaying state deteriorates causing
the indistinguishability to increase.
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ing, ∆y, between the two bright states in units of the coupling
strength gy and b) the coupling strength gy. At small ∆y the
slowly decaying state causes a prolonged lifetime, which re-
duces the degree of indistinguishability. The values of the
additional parameters are identical to the case of Fig. 3.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have shown that the fine structure
of QDs may play a significant role for cavity QED ex-
periments in photonic crystals. Quantitative simulations
show that the electric field of the cavity couples substan-
tially to both dipoles transitions in more than 40% of all
the possible QD positions. In the weak-coupling regime,
the coupling to both dipoles gives rise to two detuning-
dependent decay rates. In the strong-coupling regime,
a long-lived hybridized state is formed, which quantita-
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tively modifies the emission dynamics and spectrum. The
slowly-decaying state is predicted to be insensitive to de-
coherence of the QD level scheme. We believe that the
predicted behavior is readily observable in a quantitative
cavity QED experiment with QDs in photonic crystals,
and likely already plays a role in existing experiments
reported in the literature.
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